
Women's running trail shoes HOKA ONE ONE-Speedgoat 5 deep teal/water garden

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 149.99 € s DPH

Description

Hoka One One women's shoes.  Hoka running sneakers have a beautiful colorful design, but you will also love them
thanks to their functional properties. The Speedgoat model is among the most popular models of this brand. This
trail shoe is suitable for rough terrains. With a new midsole that is extra light, this stylish running shoe will give you
a more sensitive ride. The advantage is even greater traction than in the previous series. The wider front part of the
trail shoes provides runners with a more stable ride and fit. A bonus is the Vibram Megagrip rubber sole. It is
exceptionally grippy in both wet and dry conditions, which you will appreciate on trials. The Hoka trail shoes have a
new updated upper made of dynamic mesh. It will provide you with the necessary comfort and proper breathability.

Trail shoes also stand out with 3D printed overlays on the upper. They will provide you with additional support for
the middle part of the foot. Hoka running shoes have a reinforced tongue with strategic cutouts for greater
breathability. The trail sneakers have lacing eyes with a small wing-shaped component that ensures a secure fit.
The Vibram Megagrip sole has 5 mm "step" lugs. They offer additional support and stability in one.

Product details:

sporty and modern design in one
breathable dynamic mesh upper
3D overlays on the upper for additional support
wider front part of sneakers
reinforced tongue has strategic cutouts for breathability
the lightweight EVA midsole will provide cushioning and traction
suitable for rough terrains
exceptional grip on both wet and dry surfaces
Vibram Megagrip rubber sole
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